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Executive Summary

1. Objectives

Techniques for controlling the behavior of turbulent fluid flows are beginning to be
developed as a result of fundamental understanding of the basic mechanisms active in
turbulent flows. For example, by properly combining axial and helical (orbital) disturbances,
one can cause a round turbulent jet to split into two distinct jets (bifurcating jets) or to
explode into a shower of vortex rings forming a rapidly-mixing, wide-angle conical
spreading flow (blooming jets). These phenomena were discovered in an NSF-funded
program under the Principal Investigator, which led to extensive research on dual-mode
forcing under AFOSR support. This report summarizes the research accomplished under
AF-F49620-84-K-0005.

- The general objective of this work is to control jet flows by properly organizing the
dominant large-scale vortex structures. The work has focused on understanding the
influence of excitation frequency and amplitude on the large-scale structures of these flows
at various Reynolds numbers. Specifically, the effects of dual-mode forcing on the structure,
momentum, and mixing characteristics of turbulent jets have been investigated using a
combination of laboratory experiments and numerical simulations.

2. Overview of results

Dramatic changes in jet development described above were discovered by Lee and
Reynolds (1985a; see Appendix A) in a study of mechanically-excited water jets at a
Reynolds number of 4,000. The axial excitation was provided by weak pulsations in the jet
flow and the orbital excitation by mechanical motion of the nozzle. The basic flow regimes
and flow structure were determined using flow visualization with dye and laser-induced-
fluorescence. A fiber-optic laser-doppler-anemometry system was used to measure the
velocity field and momentum mixing, and acid-suppressed laser-induced fluorescence was
used to study molecular mixing. This work is reported in detail by Lee and Reynolds
(1985b).

To provide insights into the governing mechanisms and to study the effect of various
parameters, a vortex-filament code for simulating the large-scale characteristics of excited
jets was developed in cooperation with NASA/Ames (Leonard, Couet, and Parekh 1985; see
Appendix B). This work provided confirmation of the mechanism of bifurcation and
blooming. Concentric vortex rings, the dominant flow structures in the near field of a normal
jet, leapfrog over one another axisymmetrically. These rings are made eccentric from one
another by orbital excitation, and eccentric rings tend to tilt one another. Under the right
conditions, this interaction forces them apart. In dual-mode excitation, the axial excitation

" -" controls the phasing of the vortex rings, and the orbital excitation controls the azimuthal
phasing of the rings. If two rings are shed per orbit, and the spacing between them is in a
certain range, the jet will bifurcate. If the frequency ratio is a fraction in a certain range, the
jet will bloom into a shower of independent vortex rings.

While on sabbatical leave at Caltech in 1984, the Principal Investigator constructed a
second water apparatus in which bifurcation and blooming were demonstrated with a smaller
diameter jet that allowed visualization up to 100 diameters downstream. There it was shown
that the bifurcation is permanent, and hence the far field of a bifurcating jet is dramatically
different than that for a normal jet with the same momentum flux.
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The experimental results in the water facility and the numerical simulation suggested
that similar control of jet flows could be achieved in air jets at higher Reynolds numbers.
The challenge at high Reynolds numbers is to force "collective interactions" of the closely-
spaced vortices in the thin shear layer occurring at high Reynolds number, so that the spacing
of the resulting large vortices is placed in the range necessary for bifurcation or blooming. A
simple air flow apparatus was constructed in which it was found that weak acoustic
excitations not requiring mechanical nozzle motion would produce the bifurcating/blooming
phenomena at Reynolds numbers up to 20,000. (Parekh, Reynolds, and Mungal 1987;
Appendix C). Subsequently another air apparatus for higher-speed experimentation was
constructed, and it was found that the phenomena could be produced by acoustic excitation at
a Reynolds number of 100,000, M = 0.22, where the vortex rings undergo transition to
turbulence before the bifurcation or blooming (Parekh and Reynolds 1987; Appendix D).
This provided the first clear evidence that the phenomena could be effected in flows of
primary technical interest to the AFOSR.

3. Summary of principal conclusions

1. Properly combined axial and helical excitations can produce significant changes
.p', in the evolution of round turbulent jets, including spreading angles as large as 80

degrees.
2. Bifurcating and blooming jets are dominated by vortex rings which evolve in

_ well-defined patterns governed by the ratio of axial-to-helical excitation
frequencies.

3. Bifurcating jets occur when the axial/orbital frequency ratio is 2 and the axial
Strouhal number is between 0.3 and 0.7. Within this range, the spreading angle
increases with axial Strouhal number.

4. The two branches of the bifurcating jet evolve as separate jets, apparently
indefinitely far from the jet exit.

5. Blooming jets occur when the axial/orbital frequency ratio is non-integer
between 1.7 and 2.8 and the axial Strouhal number is between 0.3 and 0.7.
Within this range, the spreading angle increases with axial Strouhal number.

6. Molecular mixing is enhanced in blooming jets.
7. Increasing either the axial or helical excitation amplitude can cause the spreading

angle of the bifurcating jet to increase. However, increasing amplitudes too highresults in saturation that inhibits further increases in spreading angle.

8. One can model the governing mechanism in these flows as a vortex-interaction
* process.

-' 9. Acoustic excitations can be used to force bifurcation or blooming in air jets atReynolds numbers up to at least 100,000 and Mach numbers up to 0.22. With
sufficient power in the forcing, the phenomena can probably be effected at any
Reynolds number and subsonic Mach number.

4. Future plans

Additional experiments in the high-speed air facility are needed to establish the
excitation amplitudes required for bifurcation and blooming flow control of high Reynolds
number jets at moderate Mach Numbers. This is now being accomplished under other
AFOSR funding.
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Methods for use of the flow power to produce the required oscillation need to be
developed if the phenomena are to be produced in large jets at high speeds. Methods for
accomplishing this are now being explored under other AFOSR funding.
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5rrU1CATTNG AND BLOOMING JETS

MIarto tao and WI. C. Reynolds
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0ABSTRACT r Waial axis away frois tho jet concertina In a
cylindrical coordinata system.

* ~This paper is concerned with the control of a St Aial Strouhal number based .on diameter and
round jet discharging into quiescent fluid. The fluid a avrae e velocity, f£ O/V
is water, and the Jec is excited by a combination of aegea ae
azisW and orbital excitations. The axial excitations St0a Orbital Strouhal number baed" on diameter and
are introduced through motion of a diaphragm on Che average Jet velocity, f 0o',e
piston that drives the main flow, and the orbital a 4a xa eoiy
excitations are produced by orbital motion of the tip Menai.veot.
of the nozzle. The Reynolds number based on diameter U eve Average 4et velocity based on jet diameter and
and exit velocity is 4300. Some surprising results the volume discharge race from the nozzle.
are obtained when the ratio (1) of the axial frequency U ean centarline velocity of the natural jet =a-
to the orbital frequency is in the range of 1-4. When 0 ueat .1dimerawyfoChnxx .
I - 2, the jet bifurcates into two soerate ring- ue at01 di eeraayro th nzl.
vortex trains, and when R - 3, the jet divides Into uo Rotc-mean-square value of the axial velocity.
three Jets in an equilateral array. When I is non- toel drcinangheoteiisfth
Integer in the range of 1.6-3 .2, the jet 'bloomae and e Stemina cyidicnalcornte centerlnmo. h
fills a cone of 80* included angle with vortex rings. tin5clnralordaesye.
This produces a very rapid spreading of the jet. Vel- a Azimuthal angle.
ocity measurements made at 6.5 and 8 diameters away mnat vsoiy
from the nozzle show a double-peak profile for the a inmtcvsoty
bifurcating and blooming Jets. These results show INTRODUCTION
that Large changes can be produced in round Jets under
controlled excitation. *umerous studies in the past have cried to con-

trol the evolution of round, turbulent 'ets using
controlled excitation. Sarohia and Bernal (11 ecceup-

A Orbita.7 excitation amplitude. Peak topa ted to improve mixing by pulsing the mean flow of a
displacement of the nozzle tip,.ea round turbulent let. Vista [21 advocated the use af

D Dimete ofoscillating Jets end developed a fluidic actuator.
Daeeofthe nozzle. Perry aod Lin [31 obtained long, coherent. vertical.

f q xctco rqec.EX structures while exciting a coflowing jet with lateral
f 5  xia exitaionfreueny, x.oscillations. The present study ws inspired by

0 o Orbital excitation frequency, EHz. Sinder and ?avre-Kariset (41, who showed chat the
Rt Ratio of axial-to-orbital excitation frequency, effects of flapping a two-dimensional, jet are felt far

~ I . ve from the nozzle. This led to the Idea of con-
Sa /f trolling the evolution of Jets through combined axial

Re Reynolds number based on the average jet veloc- and orbital excitation.

Ly0eve anao imtr ve D/.Therefore, the objective of this investigation
was to study the near-field response of a round lot
under varying combinations of a=Il and orbital exci-
tation frequencies. The results were documented with
the aid of flow visualization using dye Injection.



Velocity profiles at varioua downstream locations were
measured with a taser-Dopplet ansmonetry system having 02
am optical-fiber Link between the laser and the trans-
mittinig optics.

UEW(UT&L FAa LIfT

The facility consisted of a large piston-and-
cylinder arrangeet as show in Fig. I. Theb jot was i.
formed by puahing utter out of a 1/2-inch-dismeter (D) -008 n

noxxle which exited into the hotton of a square plaexi-
glas tank. The piston moo activated after tho water
mee at rest and free of any motion. Sinueoidal, per-
turbationa were Imposed on the mean flow through -- 2.5 in.
motion of a flexible diaphragm situated ontop of the.
piston. ThIe diaphragm was set into motion by a hyd-
raulic systm and driven by a motor through a set of -

compond lovers and can@e. The details of this system -

have been described by Bouchard (5]. /.

rubbe __2~ 0.010 in.

Vz~dIGdye slot

Orbital Motion of Nozzle
~ZHG(not to scale)

Fig. 2. Orbital motion of nozzle.

* measure the streauvise component of velocity. Green

laser light was guided to the transmitting optics
DYE RSERVDER EALmode optical fiber (VIC model F-SFV-1O) as shown in

Fig. 3. The optical fiber allowed flexibility in
* 1alignmsent and traverse of the measuring volume. The

effective measuring volume was 0.3 cm wide and 2 no
.1* ~long. Although many systems have been designed and

proposed based on optical fibers, the system conifig-
uratioc follows that of tleakin et al.- (61 for sion-

+L ISO plicity. The details of this system and the orbital
p excitation mechanism have been described previously

* [71.
~-CYLZ)M

I J

PIg. 1.* Schematic of experimental facility.

The orbital excitation e achieved by moving the . um '
tip of tbe nozzle in n orbital fashion through a .. .=...
drive plate end four equally s paced posh-rode. As
shown in Fig. 2. the peak-to-peak motion (A0a) of
the tip of the nozzle mes approximately 0.018 inches._
The spring-losaed tussle thus processed about the LM n ~- ~ ~ '~
system aism at Wagle of 0.2X

EXPE WMAL HETWO -m-O asm

To vigualize the structure in the flow, diluted Fig. 3.* Schematic of laser-Doppler anemomtry system.
food coloring wma Injected circumferentially through
the dye @lots show In PISg. 2. The dye injected into NATURAL JTT
the boundary layer of the nozzle marks the shear layer
as it developed. both 35 me snapshots and 16 m cine Az a Raynolds number of 4300, the observed near
film were made of the flows, field structure of the natural jet without artificial

excitation is consistent with the observations of
A single-component. laser-Doppler anasometry Browsnd and Laufer (8) and Bouchard (5].- A snapshot

system in the forvard-scatter mode was employed to of the natural jet using dye injection can be found In



74g Close to the nozzle, -he shear layer seps- EFFECTS OF COM1NED AXIAL AND OLBITAL EXCITATION

faces from the lip and rolls up Into vortex rings.

'ormation of the rings is irregular in time. In In the present study, a sinusoidal pertubatioo of

_4e present flow, the average shedding rate was 26 Pz, 17 was imposed on the mean flow. The axial jet

based on 16 mm movies . The ring vortices underwent responded to the imposed excitation by shedding vortex

InceraCtion in which the downstream ring would grow rings ac the excitation freauency. Visualization

and slow down while the following ring increased In showed that all vortex-ring coalescence was suppressed

speed as it shrank in si:e. "he upstream ring then by this excitation.

passed through .he center of the ring in front and
finally coalesced together to form a single ring. At When the axial and the orbital excitations were

about 4ive liameters, -he rings broke down Into three- both imposed on the jet, dramatic changes were ob-

.JIensiona. puffs as -ha et urned turbulent. served. The dimensionless number R defined as the
ratio of axial-to-orbital excitation freauency is an
important parameter characterizing the flows. An

* interesting overview of the varioua cypes of jets can
be obtained when the axial excitation frenuencv (f
in fixed at 12 az while increasing the orbital excita-

2• tion frecuency Uto) as R decreases, where Re
4300. This will now be reviewed.

At low orbital frequencies, the global features

of the flow are similar to chose of an axially excited

jet. Vortex rings are observed to shed regularly at
the axial excitation frequency of 12 Rz. In addition.
the vortex-ring train exhibits a slightly sinuous
behavior.

When the orbital frequency is gradually in-

. SEta acreased, the vortex rings begin to cilt and collide
'II. aitural Jec at Re &300. with each ocher, breaking uo at about five diameters

from the nozzle. During thia process, the dye which

7eloci-v %essurimants of the natural Jet taken at marks the sheer layer is observed to disperse at a
3._5 iameters downstream x/D - 0.15) shoved chat larger angle when comoared with a natural jet. The
:he Zea velocity was flat within L.3 (?i1. 5). The observed dispersion angle is about 40* when R -

4verage 'at xit velocity (ve) was 0.307 m/s, and When K is further decreased to a value between 3 and
.he center1Ine 7elocICT was 0.327 =/s. The 4, vortex rings intermittently move away from the 4et
shear layer tad a alf-slope thickess of 0.07 diam- axis at an angle. The vortex rings that move away
eters wi:h a centerline -juctuation (u') of less than from the jet axis remain coherent For five to ten
I: at xi - ).15. 7eloci"7 profiles of the natural diameters.
.et o -o eight diameters downstream appear symmetric,
4t-h a smooth, iel-lhaped :ur-je. When the value of R Is aooroxmataly 3, :e let

- -splits up into three branches with a slight preces-
sion. The Precession disapoears when k - 3, witn
the jet forming an auilateral array. 3ecause of this

X-.-C. :5 flow pattern, the flow is called a -trifurcating- jet.
X X/7.;.So A similar phenomenon can be observed when & _ Z'

.,X X":3.-'-.:0 1  (Fig. 6). In this case, the jet hifurcates Into 4 7
-

shaped pattern in opposite directions. Figure 7 shows

:-X an on-axis view of the -bifurcating" jet issuing out
of the plane where R - 1.9. The precession :fthe

.3bifurcating jet is indicated by two spiraling tal
of dye deposited by the vortex rings as they 5rear

Sup. Occaionally, a secondary forking of one of :he

- Z0 branches can be seen. This type of let is called a

3 X bifurcating" jet because of the unicue forting beha-
-vi tor of the vor,.ix rings. The angle between :he axes

, X-- "* x of the two branch of vortex rings ias peen ioserved :o
...o be as large as

I At R - 1.7, vortex rings can be seen flving
away from the centerline along a side of a cone in all

•, .directions. A picture of this Phenomenon is shown In
0 0 Fig. S. The flow field resembles thac of a f"over

-- blooming when viewed on axis (Fig. 9). and hence :he
3P " - , flow is called a "bloouing jet. This phenomenon

S. . I persists for a range of R - 3.2-1.6.

" "When the orbital excitation freouency is further

%"' - - increased such that a falls below .6 the disper-
sion angle of the vortex rings drasticallyt decreases.

-2 - 2 At R < 1.3, the vortex rings break up very early
'4 "during the roll-up.

" .. 5 :- ;rofil.es if natural 'et.

1.9

N 0-



- CLASSIFICATION OF FLW FIELD

--&- In am attempt to map out the different types of
, -. "- jets, dye injection was used co visualize various

- .* ~flows at Reynolds numbers of 2800, 4000, 5500, 8300

-. and 10,000. Sam of the jets are marked on tho parem-
ecor plot shown in Fig. 10. The frequencies are nor-m -- ralized by D and .U_ to form axial (SCt) and

oritl St) trute numbers.- The open symbols

represent excited jets whose vortex rings have been
observed to break up before being able to propagate
away from the centerline. The closed symbols repre-
sent excited jets whose vortex rings remain coherent
more than two diameters away from the centerline.
wit hin the region roughly marked by the closed sym-
bols, bifurcating, trifurcating, and blooming jets can
be found. For simplicity, the area Is called the

Fig 6. Bi.urca:.-i "e: a R "blooming' region. The region lies roughly between
- 1.6-3.2. Furthermore, the region tS confined be-

tween St,. - 0.35-0.75 and Sco - 0.15-0.35. When R
- 2, the jet bifurcated into a 7-shaped pattern, and
when R - 3, the jet splits up into three branches.

.1 If the value of - 2 or 3, the jet is observed to
precees with the corresponding flow patterns. When
R takes on non-integer values within the region, the
jets "bloom' to fill a cone of 80 included angle.

AXIAL-ORDITAL EXC2TATION OF JeT

0. 4-,.

Pig . End view of bifurcating et.

0.2 0.4 0. o 0.0 1

AXIAL STMXUHAL NU)4BER (Fa. O/J.,)(X
4O

Fig. 10. parser plot of bifurcating and blooming
jets.

a,, IFLDW STRUCTUME

Based on the dye-injection photographs, the ap-
pearance of the excited jets is very different !row

?tg. A. Blooming 'et at - L.7. that of the natural jet. Besides the tremendous
S- .- increase in the spreading angle, a bifurcating Jet

_7'. loses its azisymmecry and exhibits two planes of
symmetry. he first plane of symetry lies along a
diametric plane containing the two branches of the ,et

- called the plane of bifurcation. 7he second plane of
symmetry bisects the two branches and is called -he

- " bisecting plane. In the case of the loo.ng 'et, the
* .. € axisymetry appears to be retained.

P- Within these complicated flow fields, the follow-
*. - . ing fluid notion can be deduced. Figure 11 shows a

schematic of a bifurcating jet in which the solid line
marks the boundary between the jet and ambient fluid.

-=. In the first few diameters, layers of jet and ambient

fluid roll up to form vortex rings. Downstream of the
fork in the flow, the jet fluid must be stretched back

and forth between two branches because of the alter-
Fir. Z. -.. oonlw a :et. ating motion of successive rings. In the eamm fash-

ion, blooming Jets would exhibit a similar motion in

- ."BEDROOM



whc th jet fluid is scratched back and forth Lu all trajectories as in a bifurcating jet. Therefore, tih
azmuthali directionsdwws opnn of v.elocity induced by each vortex

ring Is not reflected in the tiuc-averaged velocity
profiles. ;: z .

1. 2. .30 - /.0

*/- 07

0.-S A

No

> z z~~z

F1 2 O. 0%. Zs -

rig. 11. Schinatic of a btucta et with trajec- t
tories of induced downvash.

VEW~l POFZS-4 -2 2

.4en-velocity profiles measured at various down- r/0
scream locat-lona of the blooming je (It - 2.4) and
to the planet of jifurcation of the bifurcating jet (It -Fig . 12. Mean-velocity profiles of bifurcating _let.
2 ) reveal some interesting developments. The Rey- BLOOMNC jE_

olds *=bber is 4300 and f- 12 ft. In the first1.
three dismeters, both bifurceating and bloomting jets
exhibit a flat -op-hat-shaped profile which gradually *X/0-4. 0

smothe ou Ino abel-shaped curve like a natural
loc. From four to eight diameters downstream, a z X/0-&. 5
4ouble-psak profile develops in both bifurcating (Fig. 0.9- RO-4300 R-2.4 a /* .
.2) and blooming (Fig . 13) jeets. These peakse appear
to coincide with the lcastion of the coherent vortex
rings which split qp and move away from the jot
canterline. Since the vortex rings are probably the 0.4
most energetic structures in these flow, thia *beer-
vation ta expected. 'What is surprising are the addi-
tional dips within the double-peak profiles of the a
bifurcating etc at 5.3 and 8 diameters. The double m
P4a of the blooming jet develop at about the sae0

* L0cation but without the additional1 dips.

-~nan attempt to understand the origin of the z X z
dim 'locity-tim traces for one second at x/D z 2 xb W* 2*2 z z -

-a wre recorded on an ocilloecope at locations0
ansids the dip and at the peaka of the bifurcating %
'at. Figure 14 shows a comparison between the two * a
traces. Although both trates reveal a regular fluc- atuation of S 1h (vortex-pasing frequency) and about as a5* *

the 8-m Peak velocity, the bottom trace recorded in
rh dI Show Such lower valleys. If the schematic of
4 bi1furcating jet Is analysed, as shown in Figure 11.
four trajectories can be seen along which a large ** ..

* dOwnuesh component of velocity is Induced by the re- C
Peated Passing of vortex rings. The repeated passage-4202
at the vortex niage in this location could lead to Cte/
formation Of the dips in the velocity profiles a
observed. In the bilooming jet, dip. do not appear Fig. 13. Mean-velocity profiles of blooming let.
b*cause the rings do not follow each other along fixed
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CONCLDS IONS

In summary, the spreading angle of a round jet
has been tremendously increased by imposing axial and
orbital excitation or :he flow. The axial excitatione
are small pulsatioas of :.he mead flow, and the orbital

... excItations are =all orbital motions of the lip of
the nozzle. Different flow fielda called bifurcating
and blooming Jets have been observed. A bifurcating
jet consists of vortex rings split up into two trains
in a Y-shaped .attern and is produced when the axial
excitation frequency is two :imes that of the orbl-
tal. Vflien the ratio of excitation frequencies takes

on no-integer values, the let "blooms" to fill a coce
of 80" included angle with vortex rings moving along

the side. Observations based on dye injection and
velocity mesurements show that controlled axial and

p orbital excitat on can produce a large change in the
I' development of round, turbulent Jets.
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Abstract

Three-dimension~al vortex simulations are used to study the remarkable structure of the

round jet with imposed axial and orbital excitations and to investigate the dynamics of an

inhomogeneous mixing layer in which the unperturbed state is an infinite array of Stuart

vortices. The simulations reveal the importance of the nonlinear vortex interactions that

* control the structure and development of these flows.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we discuss the computer simulation of complex three-dimensional fluid flows

by vortex methods and give two applications. By simulaion we mean that a large range of

che importat scales of motion in space and time are computed directly, as in large-eddy

simulations. The flows we consider are at constant density and have high Reynolds

numbers.

In a three-dimensional vortex method, vector elements of vorticity move at or near the local

fluid velocity with the vectors strained by the local velocity gradient. These elements are

required only where the vorticity is nonzero and are created only (1) to represent initial

fields of vorticity or vorticity injected through computational boundaries. (2) to satisfy no-

slip boundary conditions or (3) during 'grid" refinement when one element may be split into

0 two or more.

In many applications, the vorticity field is well represented by isolated, thin tubes. If the

tubes are assumed to have zero cross section, a logarithmic divergence in the induced

velocity is encountered. Thus the finite size of the vortex core must be taken into account

in developing equations for vortex tube dynamics. As a result of such analyses, accurate

equations for the long-wavelength dynamics of thin vortex tubes are available and form the

basis for a three-dimensional vortex method, as discussed in Section 2. To discretize the

vortex tubes, the space curve of each tube or filament is marked with a sequence of node

points. Velocities of all the N4 nodes on the vortex filanieAts are computed from the infinite
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medium Green's fi'-tion (Biot-Savart .aw), requiring O(N 2) -'eradons per time step. The

strain on :he vortex :lements, which, roughly speaking, are th, vectors connecting adjacent

nodes points on each filament. is accounted for automatically by the method.

In Section 3 we discuss the simulation of the excited round jet. using the thin-filament

approximation. In this application, it had been observed experimentally that dramatic

changes in the structure of the Jet fluid are achieved by introducing axial and orbital

excitations (6]. The interplay between computation and ongoing laboratory experiments has

led to a basic understanding of the mechanisms that govern the structure of the jet and how

they might be controlled.

In other applications, the vorticity field is a relatively smooth continuum. In this situation,

vortex elements must be densely packed to represent properly the dynamics of the

continuum. Recent mathematical proofs have shown that, when properly constructed,

vortex methods will produce solutions that converge to the solution of the Euler equations

as the number of computational elements increases [1,2,51. However, because a relatively

large number of elements is required for these applications, the cost of computation can be

very high if the dynamics are computed via the Biot-Savart law. Alternatively, the vortex-

in-ceil technique, described in Section 4., may be used to compute the vortex interactions

thereby significantly reducing the price of the simulation. In Section 5 we use the vortex-

in-cell method to study the dynamics of perturbed Stuart vortices - a model of the mixing

layer with two-dimensional structure.

2. DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS FOR VORTEX FILAMENTS

For a constant density flow, the dynamics of the vorticity field as is given by

Doi.- +. u. - .u - , ()
Dt at

where u is the velocity and v is the kinematic viscosity. From the relations 7 u -0 and
7x u-(awe find that

7 2u - -V7xa, (2)

so that u may be expressed as
U (r, E) f -- r* r') x (e(r' t) -1 -+ 17 (3)

7;n. Ir - r'1 3

where r is the space vector :x,y,z) and b is the potential associated with the homogeneous

solution of (2) required to satisfy boundary conditions.

For numerical purposes we assume that the vorticity may be represented as a system of

vortex filaments following the three-dimensional space curves ri(f,t), (i - 1, 2. 3 ... )

where f is a parameter along a given curve. The velocity field is then given by
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u(r )r (r- rx(',t)) (ari/af') g(Ir- r 1I/) .r,
u4r .r * r - r' 3  (4 )

where g is a smoothing function that depends on the assumed structure of the vortex core

as discussed in (81. For the study described in the next section we used the function

g(c) - (5)
2  + a) 3/ 2

in (4) with a - 0.413, corresponding to Gaussian cores [7], and computed the velocities of

the node points at , (k - 1, 2, 3, ... ) using

ar(fk,t)
at - u(r(fk,t)) . (6)

Viscous effects are neglected except for the creation of vorticity at a no-slip boundary.

A simple way to approximate the geometry of each space curve is to use a sequence of

linear segments between successive nodes. With this approximation we can obtain an exact

analytical expression for the integral in (4) with g given by (5). In an improved method

V' that we recently developed, the trapezoid rule is used to integrate along each space curve
*with parametric cubic splines to estimate the required derivatives 8r/8a at each node. The

new method requires only half the number of arithmetic operations per node point and,

generally, only half the number of node points for equivalent accuracy. As an illustration,

4. the convergence of the self-induced velocity of a vortex ring are shown in Figure I for the

. linear-segment scheme and the spline-based method as a function of the number of points.

As a consequence of the savings in operation count and number of node points (for the

same accuracy), the spline-based scheme is approximately a factor of eight faster.

3. SIMULATION OF THE PERTURBED ROUND JET

I" In a typical unperturbed, turbulent round jet, the shear layer exiting the jet nozzle rolls up

into distinct vortex ring structures that eventually merge and appear to loose their

a coherence. In the experimental work of Lee & Reynolds (61 it was observed that small
perturbations can significantly alter the development of round turbulent jets. They

introduced both axial and orbital excitations. By pulsing the jet axially, they control the
frequency at which the vortex ring structures are formed. The orbital excitation is produced

by moving the nozzle tip in a circular orbit about the nominal centerline of the jet. If the
orbital period I a small integer (- ,) multiple of the period of the vortex ring formation,

the jet splits into n, distinct trains of vortex rings equally spaced around the azimuth. For

a,- 2. the angle between the branches, referred to as the bifurcation angle, was found to

vary from 40* to 80*, depending on the Strouhal number (St - fD/<U>).

In this section we investigate the dynamics of this process for n.- 2, the bifurcating jet,

using a three-dimensional vortex simulation with the thin-filament approximation. The

important vorticity in the flow is assumed to be in the, form of a semi-infinite cylindrical

-. -'-. - . . -.. C-



'I sheet of azimuthal vorticity, representing 'he source flow. and a collection of vortex

filaments as illusti d in Figure 2. The velocity field indu.., by 'he vortex sheet was

defined analytically and an efficient scheme was developed for its numerical evaluation.

New vortex rings are created periodically at the Jet exit with a circulation consistOnt with the

flux of circulation given by dr,'dt-0.51C where Uc  s the ;et Centerline velocity. The

effect of orbital excitation is approximated in the simulation by rotating the cylindrical

vortex sheet in a circular orbit about the nominal centerline of the flow.

Typical experimental and computational results are shown in Figures 3 and 4 for a case of

large bifurcation angle. In the experiment, dye was injected circumferentially at the jet exit,

to mark the vortex structures in the jet fluid. The computational results have shown that
the axial spacing between rings, which depends inversely on St, is a crucial parameter. For

the spacing that yields maximum spreading, the successive rings strongly interact at a certain

downstream location, launching one another along widely separated paths (Figure 4b). If
the spacing is too large, the interaction is too weak to produce wide angles (Figure 4a). If

the spacing is too small, successive rings collide and merge (Figure 4c). As a consequence,

one obtains a bifurcation angle that increases with St. but with low and high frequency

cutoffs as shown in Figure 5a. The experimental results [6] presented in Figure 5b show a

similar relationship between bifurcation angle and Strouhal number. However the

* ~ maximum angles achieved in the experiment are twice those of the simulation, and the

excitation amplitude is an order of magnitude less. We are currently exploring a number of

possible reasons for these discrepancies. Errors due to the thin-filament approximation may

,' be significant and the details of the flow near the nozzle may need more accurate
representation. Nevertheless the vortex simulations predict the correct trends and we

believe that they demonstrate that vortex interaction is the key mechanism governing the

structure of the flow.

4. VORTEX-IN-CELL METHOD

As the number of vortex node points increases beyond a few thousand, the vortex method

described in Section 2, a direct-interaction scheme using the Biot-Savart law, becomes
prohibitively expensive, even on presently available supercomputers. In this section we
discuss an alternative scheme to compute node velocities at a much lower cost. The idea is

to retain the Lagrangian treatment of the vorticity field but to solve the Poisson equation for

the velocity field on a fixed Eulerian mesh. By use of fast Poisson solvers on a mesh of M

grid points, the operation count for this step can approach 0(M log M). Additional required

steps are (1) the generation of mesh values of vorticity from the Lagrangian representation

and (2) interpolating velocities from the mesh back onto the Lagrangian points. Therefore

the computing time per tine step for the vortex-in-cell method is O(N) O(M log M), a

* substantial reduction over the O(N) time required for the direct-interaction scheme.

However the vortex-in-cell scheme requires a more complex algorithm and the introduction
of another layer of numerical approximation. In addition, some boundary conditions, such

as the infinite domain, are more difficult to implement, while the periodic boundary

condition. for example, is simpler.



L-'., In the three-dimer'ional vortex-in-cell method of Cou~t et .i' (31, developed for flow fields

that are periodic .. al three directions, the vorticity field is .epresented as a collection of

V. "filaments with Gaussian cross section,

c(rt) 3 rfexp -- •r(,12  ± . (7)

A specially developed quadratic-spline interpolation scheme is used to minimize the errors in

deposition of vorticity onto the mesh and in interpolation of velocities onto the Lagrangian

points. The method was used in the computation of model problems and the results were

compared with solutions known to be accurate [3]. Excellent results were achieved. In the

application below we use the extension of the method to the infinite domain [4], suitable for

slabs of vorticity, having fiite thickness in one direction.

5. DYNAMICS OF AN INHOMOGENEOUS MIXING LAYER

We apply the vortex-in-ceUl method, described in the previous section, to the study of the

dynamics of perturbed Stuart vortices [12]. The vorticity field for the unperturbed, two-

dimensional flow is periodic in the stream (x) direction with period L and is given by

0Z (x.y) - -27 Q - pl)/L
[cosh(27ry/L) -p cos(27rx/L)] 2

e
where p E [0,11 is a parameter. If p-O, a parallel tanh shear profile is obtained and if p-l

one obtains a row of point vortices. At y - = c the streawwise velocity is -- 1. Thus the

"9'. circulation of each vortex is 2L. In the following, we study the case p - 0.25 and set L =

16.

To simulate the dynamics of this vorticity continuum we use an array of 16x25 vortex

filaments for each Stuart vortex. Thus the spacing between filaments is !x- Ay- 1.0. In

,he span (z) direction. 32 node points are used to define the space curve of each filament.

To allow for the study of subharmonic disturbances, the computational domain includes two

Stuart vortices or 800 filaments and a total of 25600 node points in a 32x3 Eulerian mesh.

Each vortex filament represents a vorticity field given by Eq.(7) with an effective core
parameter a-. Therefore the circulation of each filament may be determined to minimize

square error in representing the exact vorticity field given by (8). Figure 6 shows the

quaiiy of the representation that is obtained. Contours of vorticity field given by (8) are

plotted together with the field obtained numerically: they are virtually indistinguishable.

The rms error normalized to <az> " is only 0.12%. The exact unperturbed state is of

course steady but the approximate vortex filament representation produces a time-

dependent flow. Figure 7 shows the evolution of the unperturbed state after 380 time steps.

Nearly neutral oscillations are observed with normalized rms error equal to 29%. However,

the time-averaged flow remains close to the exact steady state (Figure 8) with normalized

rms error equal to 5.6%.
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Next we consider s- three-dimensionai perturbations to the uart vortices. The linear

stability calculations ot Pierrehumbert & Widnadl [101 are available for comparison. In our

calculations the vortices are centered at X -0 and x- 16 (---6). Thus by displacing the
vortex node points in the x - y plane at t - 0 by the amount

8 8-ay-eCos Ioix co V 1 (9)I rx16 16

where e is a small parameter, we obtain the pairing instability for a - 1 and the translative
instability for a- 0, as studied in [10] for spanwise wavenumbers1 3= 0,1,2, • • •

We expect that after an initial period of adjustment the most amplifed mode, if one exists,
will dominate the perturbation for intermediate times and yield an exponential growth rate.
At later times nonlinear effects should play a role in the dynamics. These features are
displayed in Figure 9 where we show the energy in mode 3 - I for the initial disturbance
a- 1, 3 - 1. In Figure 10 we plot the exponential growth rates for this case and several
others along with the results of Pierrehumbert & Widnall [101. The agreement for small 3
is good to within a few per cent. Nakamura et al [91 observed errors of a similar magnitude
in their study of the growth rates of 13- 0 perturbations to parallel shear flows using a two-
dimensional vortex method with similar resolution. In the translative instability (Figure
10a ), the agreement for larger13 is not good quantitatively but shows the same leveling off
to a broad plateau. For the a - 1 mode (Figure 10b) Pierrehumbert & Widnall observed a
high $ cutoff to the pairing instability, whereas the present results suggest a broader domain
of instability. One obvious possibility for these discrepancies is insufficient resolution in the
present results which causes a twofold problem. First, the unperturbed state does not
consist of the exact, steady Stuart vortices, but is time-dependent (recall Figure 7) and.
second, the resolution of the perturbation state must rely on the relatively coarse grid that is
used. Another possibility is that, in our simulatio-, a branch to another family of unstable

modes has taken place as 13 is increased - a family that has more complex structure in the
vortex core. Finite area vortices (ellipses), when subjected to an external strain field, are
subject to an infinite hierarchy of instabilities as 3-o [11,131. If the strain is low, the
unstable domains in )3 are separated by neutrally stable domains. For higher strain, the
unstable domains completely overlap. Further work is needed to establish whether such a

hierarchy exists for the Stuart vortices. We suspect that it does and that we have
encountered such a higher mode instability, but at the possibly incorrect wavenumber. In
Figure 11 we show contours of &oz-wz, wnere wu is the computed vorticity field for the

unperturbed initial condition (4-0). Figure I la illustrates the mode shape for the pairing
* instability c - 1. 13- 0 after 380 time steps. The mode profile agrees qualitatively with that

given in (101 for the same spanwise wavenumber. Figure I lb illustrates the mode shape for

the translative instablity - 0, 13 - I the structure here appears more complex but the
results are not conclusive.

. Of course the pnmary advantage of the present method is that fully nonlinear studies of

three-dimensional inviscid flows are possilble. Figure 12 shows the energies of the various
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spanwise modes ir,- the nonlinear regime for the cases a 3 - 2 and for a ,1. .

As seen from the . sualization of the vortex filaments in Fibare 13, the vortex cores are
starting to overlap when t- 300 and the vortex shape deviates noticeably from a sinusoid
when t-400. Studies of nore complex physical problems are planned, including vortex

ring interactions witn Smart vortices.

G. CONCLUSIONS

Three-dimensional vortex methods, employing Lagrangian elements of vorticity, are well
suited to the study of many complex flows at high Reynolds numbers. When the flow
consists mainly of isolated tubes of vorticity, a single computational filament may be
assigned to each physical vortex and the dynamics computed via the Biot-Savart law at a

reasonable cost. Simulations of the perturbed round jet were performed with this scheme
and have shown that three-dimensional vortex interactions between successive vortex rings
are responsible for the observed bifurcation of the jet fluid.

If the physical vortex tubes undergo collision, merging, or any other process in which the
structure of the vortex core is important to the dynamics, a large number of computational
elements must be used to represent each vortex. In many cases the vortex-in-cell method
may be used to reduce substantially the cost of computation. In this paper, the vortex-in-
cell method was used to study the linear and nonlinear three-dimensional vortex interactions
of perturbed Stuart vortices, a flow field that is representative of an inhomogeneous mixing
layer.
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Figure 6 Contours of analytic vorticity and their 2-D projection together with computed
*vorticity at initial time. Increment in 2-D contour levels 0.05.

Figure 7 Contours of computed vorticity and their 2-D projection after .380 Lime steps.
Increment in 2-D contour leveis 0.05.



Figure 8 Contours of analytic vorticity and their 2-D projection together with the time-
averaged computed vorticity Wdashed) after 384 time Steps. Increment in 2-D
contour levels =0.05.
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BIFURCATION OF ROUND AIR JETS BY DUAL-MODE
ACOUSTIC EXCITATION

D. E. Parekh', W. C. Reynoldsb, and M. G. Mungalc

Department of Mechanical Engineering

Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305-3030

Abstract This vortex pairing process has also been studied in
the mixing layer, where it was found that forcing atThe response of circular air jets to combined stream- a subharmonic of the most amplified frequency results

wise and transverse acoustic excitation is described, in the amalgamation of several vortices.3 Only very
The jet evolution and structure are documented by low levels of forcing are required to cause this interac-
flow visualization. When the ratio of axial to trans- tion. This pairing mechanism is known as a 'collective
verse excitation frequencies is two, the jet bifurcates'
into two distinct jets. The spreading angle increases Teatoo

dramticlly ithexciatin amlitde.The study of excited jets has not been limited todramatically with excitation amplitude. single- frequency plane wave excitation. A study of

Nactive cancellation of pure tones in jets involved simul-
Nomenclature taneoum perturbations at two frequencies.4 The ampli-

A efication of higher order modes and their contribution
"A excitatiOn amplituder p'/ZoU to broadband jet noise has also been considered." 6 7

noe ii tOther studies of excited jets have focused on high-
f excitation frequency speed jets8 and jets issuing from asymmetric nozzles".
L sound pressure level Properly combining axial and azimuthal modes can
p acoustic pressure dramatically alter the structure and momentum trans-
R f./ft port of round jets.' ° This type of dual-mode forcing
Re Reynolds number, UD/L can cause a jet to split into two distinct streams (bi-

. St Strouhal number, f.D/U furcating jet) or to explode into a shower of vortex
U mean exit velocity rings (blooming jet). Bifurcating jets occur when the
Z acoustic impedance ratio (R) of the axial to transverse frequency is two.

. v kinematic viscosity When R is a non-integer between 1.6 and 3.2, blooming

. Subscripts jets are observed. These phenomena occur only within
a axial a small range of Strouhal numbers, and within that
0 ambient range the spreading angle increases with St. These
t transverse dramatic changes in jet development were discovered

through a previous experiment in water at a Reynolds
Introduction number of 4,000.11 A vortex-filament simulation of bi-

furcating jets suggested the Strouhal number effect
The shear layer of a jt naturally rolls up into dis- and identified vortex interactions as a key mechanism

tinct vortex rings due to the Kelvin-Helmholts insta- in ths flow. 12

bility. These rings combine to form larger structures Potential applications Althis dual-mode excitation
which also pair or breakdown. This process of vortex i a• - involve air jets at higher Reynolds numbers. Thus,
formation and pairing is somewhat random in the un- this work extends the study of bifurcating and bloom-
excited jet. However, by proper axial excitation one ing jets to air flows. The objective here is to control
Scan control the frequency at which the vortices form jet flows through properly organizing the vortex struc-
and subsequently pair. This is true for both the thin, tures and to study the influence of excitation ampli-
closely-spaced rings near the exit as well as for the tudes.
larger rings.' Furthermore, one can use this single- This paper focuses specifically on bifurcating jets

mode forcing to control jet growth by enhancing or at Re of 10,000 and 20,000. The acoustic excitation
.- suppressing vortex pairing.2 tR f1,0 n 000 h cutcectto

s r n r p nsystem and flow visualization technique are described.

Finally, some preliminary results on the influence of
a Research Assistant, Mechanical Engineering excitation amplitudes are discussed.

Student Member, AIAA
* b Professor, Mechanical Engineering Experimental Apparatus and Approach

Associate Fellow, AIAA Flow System
c Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering The experimental apparatus is shown schematically

Member, AIAA in Fig. 1. Air flows through a porous bronze cylin-
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der into the plenum and is directed through a honey- in the plane of the nozzle exit, one presents a flat sur-
comb disk upstream of the nozzle. A plexiglas coupling face to the entrained flow.
rigidly attaches the nozzle to the plenum. The noss'e The input signals of the external speakers are sine
exit diameter is 2.15 cm, and the area contraction ra- waves of equal frequency and amplitude but different
tio is 25 to 1. The mean exit velocities are 7 and 14 phase. The signal of a speaker differs from that of
m/s, which correspond to Reynolds numbers of 10,000 an adjacent one by 90'. The signal of the opposite
and 20,000, respectively. The streamwise turbulence speaker is 180" out of phase. The input of the internal
intensity, measured with a hot-wire on the centerline speaker is a sine wave of a different frequency, and its
of the exit plane, is 1% of the mean exit velocity. The phase relative to the set of four speakers is variable.
shear layer thickness, measured with a hot-wire 0.1 di- One pair of opposite external speakers is sufficient
ameter from the exit, is 3% of the diameter at Re of to generate the transverse forcing required to produce
10,000. the bifurcating jet. However, the jet will split only if

Flowy Visualization the phase shift between the pair of external speakers
The plexiglas coupling shown in Fig. 1 also serves and the internal one is properly set. The peaks ofTs he p as coupfi s o n in Fig. 1ias seres the transverse excitation must coincide with the peaks

astepsae o mk njcin.iarsoee- of the axial forcing. With all four external speakers
ters through four ports into the coupling and forms a
thin cylindrical sheet as it exits from the annular $lot on, the phase shift simply deteimines the diametrical
tin adicin anal se to ithe o fro At enlatslot plane in which the jet bifurcates. The results reported
in a direction tangential to the core flow. Alternately, here are produced with only the internal speaker and

smoke can be channeled through only two opposite

ports to provide an approximate cross-section of the one external pair of opposite speakers properly phased.

' jet. By injecting smoke into the boundary layer, in- No signal is fed into the other pair.

stead of seeding the entire jet, one clearly marks the The sound pressure levels are measured with a 2.4

shear layer and vortex structures. cm microphone centered one diameter from the jet exit

Both time-averaged and instantaneous pictures of and oriented perpendicular to the plane containing the

the flow are taken. Time-averaged pictures are ob- speaker pair. The purpose of this measurement is to

taned by strobe illumination. The strobe is triggered specify the excitation amplitudes and not to obtain

at a submultiple of the excitation frequency and is thus the acoustic response of the excited jet. In order to

able to phase-lock the evolution of the vortex struc- betinthbing aml prot ication
tures. The images are recorded by a video camera. A by jet instability mechanisms, all acoustic measure-

10-watt, copper-vapor, pulsed laser is focused into a ments are made with no fow. The two modes of exci-
tation are measured separately. The transverse excita-thin sheet to provide instantaneous cross-sections ofthat are reported are those resulting

the jet. The laser is triggered to provide one pulse for
. each exposure taken with a 35mm camera and stan- from both speakers. The corresponding transverse am-
: d ard print film (ASA 400). Since the pulse dur at ion plitude from a single speaker is typically 15 dB higheronly 30 ns, this technique provides detailed images of than that of the pair due to the absence of cancellationeven high speed flows, by the other speaker.en hThe spreading angles are determined from the flow

Acoustic Ezcitation visualization. When instantaneous pictures are used,
The bifurcating jet experiment in water used a me- several realizations are compared to determine the an-

chanical excitation system operating at frequencies gle. The spreading angle of the bifurcating jet is de-
around 10 Hs." A diaphragm on the piston driving the fined as the angle formed by the outer edges of the two

* flow produced the axial perturbation. The azimuthal branches of the jet.
mode was introduced by moving the nossle tip in a
small circular orbit about the nominal jet centerline. Results and Discussion
From the definitions of the Reynolds and Strouhal
numbers, the excitation frequency can be written as The results discussed here are of a preliminary na-

= vReSt/D 2 . This shows that switching from wa- ture, yet they provide valuable insight into the struc-
ter to air, while keeping Re, St, and D constant, re- ture and amplitude dependence of bifurcating jets.
quires an order of magnitude increase in f,. The Strouhal number, defined as f.D/U, is around 0.6

Since the frequencies required in this experiment are in all these cases. This value of St was found in pre-
several hundred hertz, an acoustic excitation system vious work to produce the largest spreading angles."i
was developed. Loudspeakers produce both the ax- The non-dimensional amplitudes, A. and At, are de-
ial and transverse excitations. A speaker mounted fined as the fluctuating acoustic velocity divided by
on the bottom of the plenum generates the stream- the mean jet velocity. The acoustic velocity is esti-
wise excitation. Four external speakers (Morel, 15- mated by dividing the measured acoustic pressure by
cm woofers, 150W) surrounding the nozzle provide the the characteristic impedance of air. Thus, A. and A,
cross-stream excitation. By mounting these speakers are defined as p'/ZoU and p/ZoU, respectively.

9" 2
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With both excitations off, we simply observe the of A, concentrate the vorticity in the shear layer more
natural jet whose shear layer rolls up into vortices in an strongly. Thus, the vortices are less diffuse and prob-
irregular manner (Fig. 2). Turning the axial excitation ably have a higher circulation. This, in turn, amplifies
on locks the vortex roll-up to the forcing frequency as the vortex interactions, resulting in wider spreading
seen in Fig. 3. angles. One would expect to reach a saturation level

Cross-sections through the center of the jet show beyond which the angle no longer increases with either
interesting differences in jet response to A.. At low amplitude. However, that level did not appear to be
levels of streamwise forcing, one controls the vortex reached in these experiments.
formation frequency by causing a periodic collective These results confirm and expand the previous un-
interaction of the thin closely- spaced rings near the jet derstanding of the governing mechanisms in this flow.
exit. The axially-pulsed jet at A. = 0.03% (L. = 99 The bifurcation phenomenon has been regarded as the
dB) is an example of this (Fig. 4). At higher levels, result of vortex interactions." , 2 Eccentric rings mu-
A. = 0.12% (L. = 105 dB), the thin vortex rings are tually induce each other to tilt away from the center-
no longer visible, and instead, one sees the initial for- line. This process amplifies until the jet becomes two
mation of rings whose spacing is on the order of the separate trains of collinear rings. The present results
jet diameter (Fig. 5). The stronger excitation causes are in agreement with that model Additionally, this
a tight roll-up of the shear layer. The structure of experiment demonstrates that the vortex interactions
the vortex core shows many interfaces between the jet can be intensified by increasing either excitation am-
fluid and the entrained fluid. Several diameters from plitude.
the exit, vortex cores exhibit deformation and elonga-
tion due to the pairing process. The same amplitude Conclusions
dependence is seen in jets having the same Reynolds An acoustic excitation system capable of generating
number, in which case the thickness of the shear layer both streamwise and cross-stream perturbations was

* is not an issue. developed for round air jets. The effect of this dual-
The bifurcating jet has a strikingly different struc- mode forcing at different Reynolds numbers and ex-

ture. Figure 6 displays a cross-section of a bifurcat- citation amplitudes is visually documented. These re-
ing jet in the plane of bifurcation at Re = 10, 000 suits demonstrate that dual-mode excitation can cause
and St = 0.55. The jet appears similar to an axially- a jet to split into two distinct jets with a spreading an-
excited jet near the exit except for the slight displace- gle as high as 700. The Reynolds number range for bi-
ment and tilt of the vortices. Farther downstream, furcation has been extended to as high as 20,000 with
however, the flow abruptly splits into two distinct jets excitation frequencies up to 386 Hs.
with an included angle of 700. Initially adjacent vor- This experiment agrees with previous understand-
tex rings propagate along different branches of the jet. ing of the bifurcating jet structure and past models of
This results in the jet fluid being stretched back and the vortex interactions. Additionally, this work shows
forth between the two branches of the jet. Similar be- that the spreading angle of the bifurcating jet increases
havior is seen at Re = 20,000 (Fig. 7). Since the with both axial and transverse amplitudes.
Reynolds number is higher and amplitudes are lower,
the vortex cores are not as distinctly organized and Acknowledgments
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* Figure 1. Schematic of jet facility.

Figure 2. Natural jet at Re =10,000. Figure 3. Axially-excited jet. Re =10,000, St =0.60,

fa 192 Hz, and Aa =0.03%.



Figure 4. Cross-section of axially-excited jet. Re =20.000, Figure 6. Cross-section of bifurcating jet. Re =10,000.

St =0.60. fa =386 Hz. and Aa 0.03%. St =0.55, fa = 180 Hz. ft = 90 Hz,
Aa 0. 012%, and At =0.04%.

Figure 5. Cross-section of axially-excited jet. Re =10,000, Figure 7. Cross-section of bifurcating jet. Re =20.(X).,
St =0.55. fa =180 Hz. and Aa =0. 12%. St = 060. fa = 386 Hz. fl = 193 Hz.

Aa 0.0311. and At 0.0317.
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Figure 8. Video images of bifurcating jets at different

W. transverse excitation amplitudes.
Re= 10,000, St = 0.60, fa = 192 Hz,
ft = 96 Hz, and Aa = 0.05%.
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BIFURCATING AIR JETS AT HIGHER SUBSONIC SPEEDS

D. E. Parekh and W. C. Reynolds
Stanford University

ABSTRACT range of Strouhal numbers, and within that range the
spreading angle increases with St. These dramauc

Dual-mode, dual-frequency acoustic excitation of changes in jet development were discovered in a study
round air jets is described. The jet evolution and of mechanically-perturbed round water jets at a
structure is documented by flow visualization at Reynolds number of 4,000 (9). Similar jet
velocities up to 75 m/s and Reynolds numbers to development was observed in acoustically-excited air
100.000. The ratio of the axial to helical excitation jets in the Reynolds number range of 10,000 to 20,000
frequencies is exactly two. This type of forcing causes (10).
the jet to spread dramatically in one plane. The This work extends the study of bifurcating air jets to
spreading angle increases with excitation amplitude to Re of 100,000. Since the apparatus described in Ref.
angles as high as 70 degrees. 10 is inadequate to produce the high levels of

excitation required at higher velocities, a new acousuc
excitation system was developed. The response of the
jet at various Reynolds numbers is visually

INTRODUCTION documented.

The sensitivity of jets to sound has fascinated
researchers for many decades. Brown demonstrated
that laminar jets develop vortex structures and increase EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND APPROACH
in spreading angle in response to acoustic excitation at
various critical frequencies (1). Most current work
focuses on jets consisting of an axisymmetric shear Flow System
layer and a potential core. In this case the shear layer
rolls up to form distinct vortex rings unlike the laminar The experimental apparatus is shown schematically
jets of Brown which form vortex structures comprised in Fig. 1. Air flows through a porous bronze cylinder

.. of the entire jet stream. into the plenum and out through a 2-cm-diameter
The vortex-formation frequency can be fixed by nozzle. The two-piece nozzle has a carefully machined

axial excitation. This single-mode forcing can control fifth-order polynomial profile with zero slope at inlet
jet growth by enhancing or suppressing vortex pairing and exit. The transition from the lower to the upper

v (2,3). The "collective interaction" of several vortices half of the nozzle occurs at the inflection point of the
' due to subharmonic forcing has been demonstrated in profile. The area contraction ratio is 25 to 1, and the

mixing layers (4). This type of forcing has also been length-to-diameter ratio is 5.
applied to high speed jets (5) and jets issuing from The jet exit is positioned in the center of a 60 cm x
asymmetric nozzles (6). 60 cm flat panel and is flush with this panel. Baffles

The study of excited jets has involved multiple- made of particle board and Sonex acoustical foam
frequencies and multiple-modes. A study of active surround the jet on all four sides. These baffles are
cancellation of pure tones in jets involved simultaneous located 1 m from the jet on each side. The fume hood
perturbations at two frequencies (7). Other work has located 1.3 m above the jet is lined with Sonex foam.
focused on the changes in initial shear layer Entrained air flows into the test cell through the 0.8-m
development in response to multiple-frequency forcing gap between the baffles and the floor.
(8).

Properly combining axial and first-order helical
modes can dramatically alter the structure and Flow Visualization
momentum transport of round jets. This type of dual-
mode forcing can cause a jet to split into two distinct A small 0.5-mm annular gap between the two
streams when the ratio of the axial to helical frequency halves of the nozzle provides a passage for injecting a
is two. These phenomena occur only within a small fluid marker into the boundary layer. In these

0
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in smoke reaching the jet centerline about one diameter ACKNOWLEDG MENTS
closer to the jet exit (Fig. 8).

An axially-excited jet at Re of 100,000 is shown in This work was sponsored by the Air Force Office of
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same distance as in the unforced jet (Fig. 6). As of this paper.
previously discovered (10). the spreading angle

*- increases with excitation amplitude to angles as high as
70 degrees (Figs. 10 and 11). At the lower Reynolds
numbers, increasing the helical excitation amplitude REFERENCES
beyond a certain level does not increase the spreading
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Figure 9. Axially-excited jet at Re 100.000 (N -8). Figure 11. Bifurcating jet at Re - 100.000 (N =8).

A 130OdB. A 130OdB and H 124 dB.
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ERRATA

1. Page 3: "Figs. 10 and I I demonstrates' should
be "Figs. 10 and 12 demonstrates.'

2. Page -4: "Figure 4..(N= 32)" should be
"Figure 4.. N
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